CFTR, the ABC protein defective in cystic fibrosis, functions as an anion channel. Once phosphorylated by protein kinase A, a CFTR channel is opened and closed by events at its two cytosolic nucleotide binding domains (NBDs). Formation of a head-to-tail NBD1/NBD2 heterodimer, by ATP binding in two interfacial composite sites between conserved Walker A and B motifs of one NBD and the ABC-specific signature sequence of the other, has been proposed to trigger channel opening. ATP hydrolysis at the only catalytically competent interfacial site is suggested to then destabilize the NBD dimer and prompt channel closure. But this gating mechanism, and how tightly CFTR channel opening and closing are coupled to its catalytic cycle, remain controversial. Here we determine the distributions of open burst durations of individual CFTR channels, and use maximum likelihood to evaluate fits to equilibrium and non-equilibrium mechanisms and estimate the rate constants that govern channel closure. We examine partially and fully phosphorylated, wild-type CFTR channels, and two mutant CFTR channels each bearing a deleterious mutation in one or other composite ATP binding site. We show that the wild-type CFTR channel gating cycle is essentially irreversible and tightly coupled to the ATPase cycle, and that this coupling is completely destroyed by the NBD2 Walker-B mutation D1370N but only partially disrupted by the NBD1 Walker-A mutation K464A.
Introduction
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) proteins bind and hydrolyze ATP usually to power transport of substrates across membranes. Their common architecture comprises two transmembrane domains (TMDs), and two cytoplasmic nucleotide binding domains (NBDs) containing conserved sequences for interacting with ATP. Once ATP binds to the conserved Walker A and B motifs of each NBD they dimerize in head-to-tail fashion, burying two ATP molecules in composite interfacial sites (1, 2) . Cyclic formation and disruption of the dimer requires hydrolysis of at least one of the ATPs per cycle (3-6).
The ion channel CFTR contains, in addition to canonical ABC-protein domains (TMD1, NBD1, TMD2, NBD2), a unique regulatory (R) domain (7) with multiple cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) targets that must be phosphorylated for ATP to activate bursts of channel openings ( Fig. 3A; reviewed in (8)). But the mechanism of CFTR channel gating remains controversial. Early observations that the gating pattern violates microscopic reversibility suggested that the process underlying bursting operates far from thermodynamic equilibrium (9-11). Building on this, on functional evidence from mutants and nucleotide homologs (12-15), and on structural and biochemical data from prokaryotic NBDs (1-4), a CFTR channel open burst was proposed to be initiated by ATP-mediated formation of a stable NBD1-NBD2 heterodimer, and terminated by dimer dissociation after ATP hydrolysis (16) . The ATP hydrolysis was posited to occur at the NBD2 composite site (between NBD2 Walker motifs and NBD1 signature sequence) because the NBD1 composite site in CFTR is catalytically inactive (17, 18) .
In this model (Scheme 2, Fig. 1A ), gating cycles are tightly coupled to ATPase cycles (cf., (9, 11-13)), and most open bursts include two kinetically distinct steps: ATP hydrolysis (step O 1 O 2 ) and NBD dimer dissociation (step O 2 C 2 ).
Energetic coupling of residues across the NBD1-NBD2 interface in CFTR in a gating-statedependent manner (19) supports this model, and it fits with recent structural models of ABC proteins (reviewed in (20) ). But it seems hard to reconcile with the puzzling demonstration that mutation of CFTR's NBD1 Walker-A lysine (K464), in the catalytically incompetent composite site, severely impaired ATPase rate while little altering channel gating at saturating ATP (21) . This discrepancy suggested that ATPase and gating cycles are not coupled in CFTR. In apparent corroboration of that 4 interpretation a reversible, equilibrium, model of ATP-activated CFTR gating, like that for ligand-gated channels, has been promoted (22, 23) .
To solve this conundrum we have exploited the ability, unique among ABC proteins, to record conformational transitions of single CFTR channel molecules. Because only transitions coupled to pore opening or closing are directly observed in current records, while other transitions (e.g., between two open states) go undetected, CFTR gating studies usually report mean opening and closing rates, which are compound functions of several transition rates. Additional information, hidden in the shapes of the distributions of burst and interburst durations, can be extracted by using maximum likelihood (ML) optimization (24) to fit them with the most appropriate model and so learn the underlying transition rates. Here we adopt this strategy to clarify the transitions that govern closure of CFTR channels, and the influence on them of phosphorylation and of mutations in the two ATP-binding sites. Our analysis reveals that wild-type (WT) CFTR has an essentially irreversible gating cycle tightly coupled to ATP hydrolysis, but that catalytic site mutations can modify the degree of coupling.
Results
CFTR gating is characterized by bursting behavior, due to the presence of two readily distinguishable populations of closed events ((25) , Fig. S3A, B) . A series of (one or more) openings separated by brief "intraburst" closures of~10 ms is called an open burst, and bursts are flanked by long "interburst" closures of~1 s duration. Previous work has established that CFTR phosphorylation by PKA, and ATP binding and hydrolysis, regulate the mean open burst and interburst durations ( b and  ib ). But to dig deeper into the underlying mechanisms of channel gating and how it is coupled to CFTR's ATPase cycle we examined the shapes of the burst duration distributions.
Peaked burst duration distributions reveal essentially irreversible gating cycle for WT CFTR
A simple, readily reversible, closed-open equilibrium model of CFTR gating ((22, 23) ; submodel Fig. 1A ) predicts a peaked distribution harboring two components -one with a negative fractional amplitude. This is because the prehydrolytic NBD dimer is very stable (13, 15, 19) , and the rate of O 1 C 1 (k -1 ) is thus very slow. Consequently, the majority of bursts include two sequential steps, ATP hydrolysis (step O 1 O 2 ) followed by NBD dimer dissociation (step O 2 C 2 ), and this reduces the incidence of very brief bursts.
To reconstruct the distributions of open burst durations for WT CFTR, we recorded currents from dozens of patches containing a single active channel, collecting 1441 bursts in 2 mM ATP, following PKA removal. The resulting burst duration distribution (Fig. 1B) showed a clear peak, rather than monotonic decay. This paucity of brief bursts was not due to limited time resolution, because we included only events longer than t low =6 ms in our analysis (correspondingly, the lowest bins in Fig. 1 start at 6 ms), whereas the filter dead time was 1.8 ms. Accordingly, when we fitted this distribution, using a maximum likelihood approach, to the single-exponential probability density function (pdf) of Scheme 1 (1 free parameter; blue dotted line) or to the peaked pdf of Scheme 2 with rate k -1 fixed to zero (2 free parameters; red solid line), the latter fit proved significantly (P=2 . 10 -9 ) better, as shown by the corresponding large log-likelihood ratio LL=18.01 (cf., (26) ). This finding provides strong support for a non-equilibrium gating cycle with two sequential open conformations, and so suggests that Scheme 2 with a small rate k -1 adequately describes the mechanism underlying open bursts of WT CFTR channels.
Burst duration distribution of non-hydrolytic mutant D1370N further supports irreversible mechanism for WT
As a control, we chose to study the NBD2 Walker-B mutant D1370N, because the analogous mutation completely abolished ATP hydrolysis in other ABC proteins (27-29). The distribution of burst durations of D1370N channels gating in 2 mM ATP (Fig. 1C) , reconstructed from 530 bursts, indeed differs qualitatively from that of WT channels (Fig. 1B) in that it decays monotonically. When this distribution was fitted by Scheme 2 with k -1 fixed to zero, one of the two resulting components was trivially small, and the fit was no better (LL=0) than that by the equilibrium submodel Scheme 1 (blue dotted line). This finding for a mutant expected incapable of ATP hydrolysis (k 1 =0) validates our interpretation of the peaked WT CFTR distribution as indicative of a highly non-equilibrium gating cycle.
Interestingly, a combination of two positive-amplitude exponential components slightly improved the fit (LL=3.24; P=0.03; red solid line, Fig. 1C ; see Supp. Inf. for more fitting results)
suggesting a mixture of two types of open bursts for D1370N; the major population, with an average lifetime of~2 s, seems interspersed with a few brief bursts of~200 ms duration. The latter minor population might reflect the mechanism by which infrequent brief channel openings are observed in the absence of ATP in this mutant (Fig. S3E , inset, asterisks) and even less frequently in WT CFTR (16, 30) .
Burst duration distribution of K464A mutant reveals profoundly altered gating mechanism
Although the K464A mutation lowers CFTR ATPase turnover rate~10 fold (21),  b was essentially unaffected by this mutation (Fig. 1D, inset) . However, the shape of the distribution of K464A burst durations ( Fig. 1D ; reconstructed from 2327 events) clearly differed from that of WT CFTR. This distribution decayed monotonically, and a fit by Scheme 2 with k -1 fixed to zero (2 free parameters) gave no improvement (LL=0) over a fit by Scheme 1 (1 free parameter; blue dotted line), providing no evidence for obligatory sequential progression through two open states. However, because the K464A mutant does carry out some ATP hydrolysis, albeit slowly (21), we also evaluated a partially hydrolytic mechanism by leaving k -1 in Scheme 2 as a free parameter. This allows some bursts to terminate through reversal of the opening step (rate k -1 ) and others through hydrolysis of ATP, and hence through state O 2 .
With k -1 free, Scheme 2 did indeed provide a statistically better fit (P=0.027; LL=3.62), evident in the 0-100 ms range (3 free parameters; red line). The rate estimates from this fit suggest that in K464A
CFTR the rate of the ATP hydrolysis step (k 1 ) is slowed by only~4 fold compared to WT, consistent with the fact that this mutation is not in the composite NBD2 site, where ATP hydrolysis occurs. But this analysis also indicates that the K464A mutation greatly destabilizes the prehydrolytic dimer (k -1 is increased).
Macroscopic closing rates of non-hydrolytic mutants provide estimates of the rate of non-hydrolytic closure of WT CFTR
The simplification of making the opening step in Scheme 2 irreversible for fitting the burst distribution of WT CFTR (Fig. 1B, red for prephosphorylated K464A CFTR channels in saturating ATP (5 mM, (16))  b is comparable to, but  ib is at least~2 fold longer than, that of WT (Fig. 4B , C, red bars; (9, 14, 16) but, cf., (32)). However, as the mean length of an entire gating cycle is given by  b + ib , the calculated cycle time (Fig. 4D ) is only modestly changed by the presence of PKA or by either mutation. In contrast, the rate estimates from our present analysis (Fig. 4E , k 1 , left; k 2 , center; k -1 , right) reveal that the same perturbations profoundly alter the microscopic transition rates that determine the mechanism by which bursts are terminated.
Discussion
Maximum likelihood fitting allows quantitative comparison of alternative gating mechanisms, since the log-likelihood ratio for a pair of models provides a measure of their relative applicability, expressible in terms of statistical significance (24, 26) . We used this strategy to see whether the distributions of CFTR open burst durations are more consistent with a reversible, equilibrium, gating mechanism or with an irreversible, non-equilibrium, one. The large improvements we found in the fits for WT CFTR (Figs. 1B, 3B) by using a cyclic scheme (Scheme 2) as opposed to a closed-open model (Scheme 1) strongly support an irreversible mechanism. The interpretation that this irreversible cycle is driven by ATP hydrolysis is validated by the lack of any such fit improvement for the presumed nonhydrolytic D1370N mutant (Fig. 1C) . As a bonus, the fits give first estimates for the rates of the two consecutive steps that govern WT CFTR channel closure (Fig. 4E ).
Because the pdf for Scheme 2 with k -1 =0 (see Methods) is symmetrical with respect to rates k 1 and k 2 , the fits to the WT burst duration distributions cannot specify whether k 1 is slow and k 2 fast, or vice versa. We assigned k 1 as the slow rate and k 2 as the fast rate for WT CFTR channels (Fig. 4E , left and center) on the basis of much previous work that suggests that ATP hydrolysis rate limits closure from an open burst (e.g., (9, 13-15)). However, the fit for K464A provides additional support for this assignment. For k -1 >0 the burst-pdf for Scheme 2 (Methods) is no longer symmetrical with respect to k 1 and k 2 , and it can be shown that for any set of rates k 1 , k 2 , k -1 , for which k 2 >k -1 holds, there exists a single
which yields an identical pdf. Thus, the
.39 s -1 fits the observed pdf for K464A just as well as the set displayed
. But this alternative set can be ruled out as it would yield an essentially hydrolytic mechanism for K464A (with a coupling ratio of~82%) in contradiction of the observed severe defect in ATPase turnover rate (21) . Together, these data validate our premise of a slow step O 1 O 2 followed by a faster step O 2 C 2 .
The NBD1 Walker-A mutant K464A has received much previous attention. That this mutation, in a catalytically inactive binding site (17, 18) , affects channel gating only slightly ( Fig. 4D ; cf., (16, 21, 32)) contrasts with its substantial suppression of the rate of ATP hydrolysis of purified K464A CFTR protein (to <10% of WT; (21)). The altered shape of the distribution of K464A burst durations (Fig. 1D) now provides a satisfying explanation for this dissociation between channel cycle time and ATPase rate.
The ratio k 1 /( k 1 +k -1 ) estimated from the Scheme-2 fit (red bars, Fig.4E , left and right) suggests that in K464A only~1 out of every 5 bursts proceeds through the normal irreversible hydrolytic pathway (Fig.   4F ). This "coupling ratio" between channel opening and ATP hydrolysis of~21% for K464A CFTR contrasts with that of ≥95% for WT channels (blue bars, Fig. 4E, left and right; Fig. 4F ). Because the cycle time of K464A channels is prolonged~2 fold compared to WT (Fig. 4D) , the predicted overall ATPase turnover rate is on the order of 10% of WT, which is in very reasonable agreement with the measured value (21) . The non-hydrolytic NBD2 mutant D1370N is a more extreme case, with an estimated coupling ratio of 0% (green bars, Fig. 4E , left and right; Fig. 4F ).
The mechanism by which strong phosphorylation by PKA prolongs  b (13, 16, 33) has remained a puzzle. We show here that PKA slows closure by decreasing both rates k 1 and k 2 ( In a working transporter the substrate-binding site is exposed alternately to the two sides of the membrane. For ABC exporters, formation of the tight NBD dimer is believed (20) to flip the transmembrane domains from an inward-to an outward-facing conformation. In CFTR, formation of the NBD dimer opens the channel (16, 19) , suggesting that CFTR can be viewed as a "degraded" ABC exporter in which the ATP-bound conformation with outward-facing TMDs somehow allows downhill flow of Cl -ions through a transmembrane pore (Fig. 4F, right) Fig. 4F ) can be observed, under appropriate conditions, as a subtle change in permeation properties of the CFTR channel pore (9, 10).
Our results highlight the superior discriminative power afforded by analyzing the distributions of CFTR burst durations rather than just their mean values, and exploit the unprecedented opportunity this approach offers to characterize the steps underlying termination of open-channel bursts in an ABC transporter broken by evolution.
Methods

Molecular biology
Mutations were introduced into pGEMHE-CFTR using QuikChange (Stratagene) as previously described (16); cDNA was transcribed in vitro with T7 polymerase (Ambion) and cRNA stored at -80 o C.
Isolation and injection of Xenopus oocytes
Oocytes were isolated from anaesthethized adult female Xenopus laevis and injected with cRNA as described (33). Single-channel and macroscopic recordings were made 2-3 days after injection of 0.03-10 ng of cRNA. 
Kinetic analysis of multichannel records
Records with 1-8 channels were analyzed as described (33). Currents were digitally filtered at 100 Hz, and idealized by half-amplitude threshold crossing. Events lists were fitted with a simple model in which ATP-dependent slow gating is pooled into a closed-open scheme and brief closures modeled as pore-blockage events (10). Rate constants (r CO , r OC , r OB , r BO ) of the resulting Closed-Open-Blocked (COB) scheme were extracted by a simultaneous ML fit to the dwell-time histograms of all conductance levels, while accounting for the filter dead time (36).  ib and  b (Fig. 4B,C) were then calculated as  ib =1/r CO , and  b =(1/r OC )(1+ r OB /r BO ).
Burst analysis of single-channel records
Individual components of the closed-time distribution were assigned as intra-or interburst based on their ATP-dependence (see Supp. Inf., Fig. S3 ). Open bursts were isolated by ignoring closures shorter than a cutoff (t crit ). Two strategies for choosing t crit are described in (34) (method (i)) and (35) (method (ii)). We employed large simulated data sets to study the distortion of the distribution of bursts resulting from these two procedures. Method (ii) proved slightly more accurate for estimating the mean of a single-exponential burst distribution (Fig. S1 ), but measurably distorted the shape, and the resulting rate estimates, for the peaked distribution characteristic of a cyclic mechanism (Fig. S2) . Therefore, although both methods yielded qualitatively similar results, we used the distributions obtained using method (i) for WT and K464A (Figs. 1B, 1D, 3B; Fig. 4 ) but that obtained using method (ii) for D1370N (Fig. 1C) .
The distributions of the durations of bursts obtained in this way were fitted to various models using ML (24) , by excluding events shorter than t low =6 ms. The burst pdf for Scheme 1 is given by
, and that for the full Scheme 2 by
improvement of a fit due to introduction of an additional parameter was evaluated using the loglikelihood ratio test (26); a more comprehensive summary of ML fitting results is given in Supp. Inf. (Fig. S4) .
Fitting of macroscopic current relaxations
Macroscopic current decay time courses were fit by single-exponential functions using nonlinear least-squares methods (pCLAMP 9, Axon Instruments, Inc.). 
Comparing strategies for choosing t crit for burst analysis
Because the durations of intra-and interburst closures overlap, the true sequence of open bursts cannot be flawlessly reconstructed; regardless of the choice of t crit there will be a fraction of interburst closures shorter than t crit (these will be erroneously discarded) and a fraction of intraburst closures longer than t crit (these will be retained and mistakenly treated as interburst closures). Two strategies for choosing t crit are (i) to minimize the total number of misclassified closures (34), or (ii) to equalize the numbers of misclassified intra-and interburst closures (35). Because the inevitable distortion of the true burst distributions by these two (and other) procedures have not yet been studied, we used large simulated data sets to evaluate this distortion for methods (i) and (ii), when applied to a singleexponential burst distribution (Fig. S1 ) and to a peaked burst distribution resulting from a nonequilibrium mechanism (Fig. S2 ). As expected, our analysis found method (i) slightly more accurate for extracting the average length of single-exponentially distributed bursts (Fig. S1 ). However, we found that method (ii) caused less overall distortion of burst distributions, and consequently produced more accurate rate estimates for an irreversible cyclic mechanism similar to Scheme 2 of this paper (Fig. S2) . It must be noted that the relative accuracy of the two methods in preserving the shapes of burst duration distributions is likely to depend on the particular models and the values of their rate constants. It is therefore recommended that an evaluation similar to that described here be undertaken for each case. Consequently, the time constant of macroscopic current decay after sudden ATP removal from insideout patches containing many CFTR channels is identical to the microscopic τ b ((33, 30) , Fig. S3A ), so providing an alternative way to estimate burst length.
Defining the durations of ATP-driven open bursts for WT and mutant CFTR channels
In this work we also examine the gating behavior of NBD1 Walker A mutant CFTR, K464A, and of NBD2 Walker B mutant CFTR, D1370N. As the pattern of steady-state gating may be more complex in catalytic site mutants (e.g., (30)), two types of information can aid assignment of a particular closed-time component as intra-or interburst. First, the predicted microscopic τ b should match the time constant of macroscopic current decay upon ATP withdrawal, as just described. Second, in such ATP-removal experiments, closed events can be collected from the periods of time during which only a single CFTR channel is left in the open bursting state before it too finally closes for good.
The distribution of such closures -which must all be intraburst given the absence of ATP -can be compared to the closed-time distribution obtained from steady-state gating in ATP (30). For instance, D1370N CFTR (Fig. S3C ) has a closed-time distribution in ATP with four discernible exponential components (Fig. S3D ), the shortest two of which we could confidently assign as intraburst, because (i) the time constant of macroscopic current decay following removal of ATP from patches containing many D1370N channels (Fig. S3E ) matches the steady-state burst duration calculated assuming 2 intraand 2 interburst components (Fig. S3D) , and (ii) the closed-time distribution of the last open channel following removal of ATP (Fig. S3E , blue bar) contains two components ( Fig. S3F ) with time constants identical to those of the two briefest components of the steady-state closed-time distribution (Fig. S3D ).
Systematic ML evaluation of a full range of models for each set of data
ML fitting allows quantitative comparison of alternative gating models because it provides a numerical value for the "goodness" of a fit in the form of the log-likelihood score (LL). When comparing two models with equal numbers of free parameters, the model which provides a higher LL value is ranked higher. Comparing models with different numbers of free parameters is more problematic, because more free parameters always results in a higher LL value, even if introduction of the additional parameters is not justified. However, if the model with fewer parameters is a submodel of the other (the models are nested) and certain regularity criteria apply, the distribution of expected log-likelihood ratios (∆LL=LL 2 -LL 1 ) can be calculated and compared with the observed value of ∆LL (∆LL obs ). In such cases the two models can be ranked using the log-likelihood ratio test. Thus, for a given significance level P (e.g., 0.05, 0.01, etc.) the larger model is ranked higher if
is the expected pdf of ∆LL values) -otherwise the submodel is ranked higher.
Using this methodology, we systematically ranked two linear and four cyclic models ( Fig. S4A; free parameters are depicted in red) for their ability to account for the four datasets described in this paper, i.e., the distributions of burst durations of fully phosphorylated WT, and partially phosphorylated WT, K464A, and D1370N CFTR channels. Schemes 1 and 2 are identical to those shown in Fig. 1A except that, for purposes of studying open bursts, the two closed states C 1 and C 2 in For partially phosphorylated WT CFTR -but not for fully phosphorylated WT -leaving k -1 as a free parameter in Scheme 2 resulted in a small but significant improvement (∆LL=3.83; P=6
.
-3 )
relative to fixing it to the rate estimate shown in Fig. 4E (right, blue bar) . While still predicting a highly non-equilibrium mechanism, the 3-parameter fit (k -1 =1.82 s -1 ; k 1 =2.70 s -1 ; k 2 =23.4 s -1 ) yielded a lower coupling ratio (60%) for partially phosphorylated WT than the one shown in Fig. 4F (95%) .
However, several independent observations lead us to question the reliability of these rate estimates.
First, the large value of 1.82 s -1 for rate k -1 is inconsistent with the slow closing rate invariably observed for several NBD2 mutants in which ATP hydrolysis is disrupted (K1250A, K1250R, E1371S), or for WT CFTR locked in the open state by non-hydrolyzable ATP analogs (e.g., AMP-PNP). Second, taken at face value, the rankings in Fig. S4C would suggest that k -1 for WT increases by ~8 fold upon removal of PKA. While the rapid partial dephosphorylation prevents us from rigorously measuring closing rates of fully phosphorylated non-hydrolytic mutants (cf., Fig. 2A) , there is at least no evidence for a major change in this rate upon partial dephosphorylation. E.g., nucleotide removal from K1250R channels opened by 300 nM PKA + 2 mM ATP results in a macroscopic closing rate (0.22±0.004 (n=8)) indistinguishable from the one obtained for channels opened by just 2 mM ATP (0.22±0.01
(n=17)). Third, the ML fitting assumes an ideal, homogeneous data set with rates that remain constant throughout the experiment. Because of the slow gating of CFTR we had to fit pooled data collected from several single-channel patches to obtain sufficient numbers of burst events. E.g., the data for partially phosphorylated WT were pooled from 20 patches. When we subdivided this data into subsets, the improvement by Scheme 2 relative to 2b was not consistently present in all subsets, suggesting data inhomogeneity. To test the effect of such inhomogeneity on the fitting, we simulated 1000 bursts using Taking these limitations into account we consider Scheme 2b as the best approximation of the mechanism of gating of both fully and partially phosphorylated WT CFTR. The red line is a ML fit by a mixture of 2 exponentials; individual components are depicted by dashed lines, and time constants are indicated. Note, that these time constants are similar to those of the two briefest components of the steady-state closed-time distribution (Fig. S3D) . 
